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ABSTRACT

Evaluation of Building Energy Conservation Options

by
Arpakom Kumpanon
Dr. Robert F. Boehm, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Evaluation of building energy conservation options in Las Vegas residential
buildings merits attention of architects and engineers due to the extremely large amount
of home construction taking place around the valley and the anticipated continuation of
this activity. With this in mind, the purpose of this work is to determine the possible
optimum cost effectiveness of various energy conservation options for new buildings in
the local climate areas using Energy-10. Three types of savings have been evaluated:
energy savings, operating cost savings, and LCC savings. To curry out this study, a
parametric analysis of LCC savings has been evaluated relative to individual components
(including window characteristics, wall, floor, and roof constmctions) and the wholecomposite buildings.

Two options for the whole-composite buildings (Low-Energy

Options I and II) have been evaluated to assist in analyzing the potential costeffectiveness and benefits of buildings’ energy conservation options.
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Btu
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cfm
F
ft^
h
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HVAC
in
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MMBtu
NPV
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R-value
SEER
SHGC
TMY2
U-factor
VT
W

British thermal unit
Cooling degree-day
Cubic feet per minute
Fahrenheit
Square feet
Hour
Heating degree-day
Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
Inch
Life-cycle costs
One million British thermal units
Net present value
Nevada state office of energy
Thermal resistance, h ft^-°F/Btu
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ration
Solar heat gain coefficient
Typical meteorological year
Thermal transmittance, Btu/ h ft^-°F
Visible Transmittance
Watt
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Recently, the impact of environmental pollution and energy consumption
concerns has become more important in both local and global regions.

Thus, more

attention must be paid to the influence of various energy conservation options.

The

development of sustainable residential buildings energy conservation options is needed
for the present and future. The context of building sustainability is factored into an
extensive range of characteristics, such as energy consumption, environmental pollution,
lifecycle and environmental impact of material use, interior environmental conditions,
human comfort, and productivity. Therefore, when designing residential buildings for
energy conservation, most of these elements of sustainability interactions need to be
included.
In the Las Vegas valley, because of rapidly increasing new residential
construction and the anticipated continuation of this activity, one of the challenges for
architects and engineers is to develop innovative management schemes and designs that
not only substantially decrease energy consumption, but also increase the living comfort
of new residential buildings.

To support our argument, the US Census Bureau data

shows that “The Las Vegas, Nevada-Arizona, metropolitan area had the greatest percent
increase (62 percent) between 1990 and 1999” (U.S. Census Bureau, 2001). See Figure 1
(The change in resident population by county: 1990-99).

1
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With this in mind, this work is to evaluate the potential cost-effectiveness and
benefits of various energy conservation options for new buildings in the selected local
climate areas using Energy-10 computer software program.

Change in Resident Population by County: 1990-99
Percent change in population
I

i I 0.0 to 8.9
10.0 to 24.9
25.0 to 49.9
EO.O or more
U.S. Average = 9.6 percent

■

Source! U.S. Census Bureau, April 1, 1990 census and July 1, 1999 estimates.

Figure 1 The change in resident population by county; 1990-99 (U.S. Census Bureau,
2001).

Review of Computer Software Programs
There are several computer software programs that can be used for energy
analysis including D0E2, BLAST, TRNSYS, and ENERGY-10. However, the latter is
the one that we are using in this study. But why did we choose Energy-10 among those

Reproduced with permission of the copyright

owner. Further reproduction prohibited without

permission.

commercial codes?

Energy-10 has a unique feature used to define and evaluate a

building before it is designed; this procedure is called “AutoBuild”. The benefit of this
feature is helping architects and engineers to minimize the difficult part of integrating the
building characteristics into the computer software program. This unique feature can be
represented by giving a few input parameters, such as location, size of building, type of
building (residential, office, warehouse, school, etc.), type of HVAC system, and utility
rates. Then, Energy-10 will define and evaluate a Base Case building from the input
parameters. Additionally, Energy-10 will determine a Low-Energy building from the
Base Case.

The Low-Energy building has the same aspect ratio as the Base Case

building, but it includes energy-efficient strategies, such as building skin insulation,
window treatments, energy-efficient lights, daylighting, and passive solar heating. The
results show the comparison between the two buildings’ analysis and are quantitative and
graphic. For these reasons, we have selected an Energy-10 program for our building
energy simulation analysis.

Energy-10 Program Overview
Before we discuss the evaluation of building energy conservation options
processes, let us introduce a state-of-the-art computer software program named Energy10, which is used in all of the simulation parts in this research. Energy-10 (version
1.6.01) was developed at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), the
Sustainable Building Industrial Council (SBIC), the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL), and the Berkeley Solar Group (BSG) under sponsorship of the U.S.
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Department of Energy (DOE). The program is an ideal computer software design tool for
low-energy buildings.
Although Energy-10 is primarily designed to be used for residential buildings, of
course, this program can also be used for designing smaller commercial buildings. In
general, the maximum limitation of using Energy-10 for designing a low-energy building
is 10,000 ft^ (about 1000 m^). But there is a tradeoff when modeling Energy-10 with
building areas larger than 10,000 ft^.

It may not capture all the details of heating,

ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) multiple zones. Energy-10 may be employed
for building simulations up to 100,000 ft^ by dividing the building size into several
thermal zones.
Certainly, the creation of this computer program enables architects and engineers
to compute the energy consumption of various building types by simulating the hour-byhour usage of a building for each of the 8,760 hours in a year. Using a thermal network
method. Energy-10 is an exact energy-balance program accounting accurately for the
dynamic heat flow through all building elements.

The performance features of the

building simulations are focused on the integration of daylighting, passive solar heating,
and low-energy cooling, and energy efficiency equipment from inefficiency building
(Reference Case) into the high efficiency performance buildings (Low-Energy Options).
One such design project using an Energy-10 computer software program that
received recognition from the American Institute of Architects (AIA) is the Way Station
Medical Health Facility, Fredericksburg, MD, a national training and educational facility
and program center for people with mental illness (Franta, 2003).

Using Energy-10

modeling, Franta (2003) estimated the reduction of annual energy loads of 30% from the
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original building design.

Furthermore, the new building design with energy-efficient

features has greatly enhanced the lives of the patients who live there.
Additionally, there are several smaller commercial and institutional buildings
using Energy-10 computer program for the building designs, such as the Mt. Airy Library,
the Curitiba schools in Brazil, the Environmental Technology Center for the Sonoma
State University, California, and the campus security building at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute (RIP). The passive solar design of the Mt. Airy Library accounts for energy
savings of 2 billion Btu or about $36,000 in savings per year. An ongoing project, the
Curitiba schools are scheduled for completion in 2003.

The project focuses on the

efficient and effective use of annual energy savings in the learning environment. As a
result of using Energy-10 predesign’s future, the 2200 ft^ Environmental Technology
Center promises to be a low-energy building. Energy-10 simulations confirmed that an
annual energy consumption reduction up to 16,800 Btu/ft^ (Balcomb and Beeler, 1998).
Another example, the RIP project designs use 25% of passive solar heating from the
sunspace-entry. The benefit of the design is brightening the building during the winter
season in upstate New York.
Since Energy-10 determines the Low-Energy building from the Reference Case,
in this study, the Low-Energy Options are the cases that we investigated on the basis of
the most economical investment for energy conservation buildings. On the other hand,
we selected the Reference Case from the recent publications (ORNL, 2002; UMTC,
2002), which were sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
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Review of Related Literature
In order to conduct a parametric study of computer simulations where wide ranges
of conditions are changed to determine their impact, it is necessary to begin with a
reference case. For this reason, we have selected the prototypical house on a basis of the
descriptions given in the recent publication. There are two related studies for this valley:
One is from the University of Minnesota, College of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture, at Twin Cities [UMTC], (2002) and another is from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory [ORNL], (Desjarlais, 2002).
The Desjarlais’(2002) study accounts for the impact on annual energy saving. In
the study, he focused on providing the amount of insulation that is needed for a new or
existing house in the local climate, and providing the section of insulation that should be
considered in building designs. Desjarlais (2002) evaluated the R-values on the basis of
steady state computer model simulations. The study recommended installing a quantity
of insulation that provides resistance values of R-13, R-19, and R-13 for wall, roof, and
floor insulations respectively.
On the other hand, the UMTC (2002) study focused on the annual energy use with
respect to the annual operating energy costs. In their study, the simulations were carried
out using a computer program known as RESFEN to compare different window options.
A comparison of annual energy performance of six window types are provided for a
typical new 2,000 ft^ house with 300 ft^ of window area (15% of floor area). Windows
are equally distributed on all orientations (north, east, west, and south) of the house. To
reduce the significant air conditioning loads or summer overheating problems, they
recommended selecting the SHGC values of 0.55 or less. Likewise, they recommended
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choosing windows with U-factor of 0.4 or less for the central zone, including Las Vegas,
where both heating and cooling are required.
In addition to the two studies (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002), there are several
related publications that have been reviewed. These include Flaorides, Tassou, Kalogirou,
and Wrobel (2002), Kossecka and Kosny (2002), Glickman, Norford, and Greden (2001),
Ross and Karlsson (1994), McHugh, Bums, and Hittle (1998), and NSOE (2003).
Flaorides et al. (2002) uses the TRNSYS computer program to examine the
reduction of the thermal load for modem houses in Nicosia, Cypms. Flaorides et al.
found that the annual cooling load is reduced 24% when double paned low-e glazing
windows are used.

They also found that roof constmction is the most important

stmctural element of the building design in a hot climate, and therefore, recommended
installing a thermal conductivity less than 0.48 W/mK. This results in a payback period
between 3.5 and 5 years (Flaorides et al., 2002). In addition, the study found that walls
are a less important stmctural element of the building insulation.
Kossecka and Kosny (2002) focused on the energy performanee of buildings
containing massive exterior wall constmction. DOE-2. IE was employed for a one-story
residential building simulation with various exterior wall configurations for six different
US climates, including Atlanta, Denver, Miami, Minneapolis, Phoenix, and Washington,
DC. They found that walls containing massive intemal layers 1-3 have the best annual
thermal performanee for the elimates considered with regards to energy savings.
Glickman et al. (2001) focused on three major themes relevant to the energy
conservation in Chinese residential buildings:

issues contributing to increasing

residential energy use, policy for promoting energy conservation, and technical
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opportunities to reduee energy loads and increase living comfort. To reduce heating
loads by at least 20% compared to the present standard, they recommended utilizing
better insulation materials for building skins and windows that reduce air leakage and
capture more solar energy in winter.

For the reduction of cooling loads, they

recommended a proper building orientation to shade the interior from solar energy in the
summer.
Ross and Karlsson (1994) focused on the thermal performance of multiple glazed
windows with a variety of characteristics in both hot and cold climates. In the study, they
calculated and experimental spectra are compared for triple and quadruple glazed
windows with different types of low-e coatings.
McHugh et al. (1998) concentrated on the impact of daylighting on annual energy
usage. Using the BLAST computer program, they found that the annual electric load was
reduced by more than 50% when daylighting was utilized. They also recommended
using dimming controls to reduce the electronic load because the luminaries closest to the
windows are generally not needed during the day.
NSOE (2003) study focused on the standard of living for a typical home in Las
Vegas area. In their study, a 305-home sample population was analyzed. These were
designed to be representative of typical homes by local builder. These buildings had the
following characteristics:
•

Double-glazed windows with an area of 318 ft^.

Window areas are

equally distributed on the four sides of the house.
•

R-16 and R-30 for wall and roof insulations respectively, and no insulation
for the floor construction.
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•

A conservative Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) equal to 10.25
was assumed for the cooling system.

•

The efficiency of the heating system was 100% for the natural gas furnace.

However, it is important to stress that the final report of the study is not yet publicly
available.

Significance of This Study
Note from the related publications that the results from the two studies (Desjarlais,
2002; UMTC, 2002) were focused only on the annual energy saving. In the current study,
we have investigated the économie eost effectiveness of various energy conservation
options for new homes in Las Vegas, Nevada. Because the best energy savings may or
may not correspond to the most economical investment, we selected and evaluated costeffectiveness of building energy conservation options.

This was based upon the

combination of potential energy savings, operating cost savings, and Life-Cycle Costs
(LCC) savings as estimated by the Energy-10 computer software program. Based upon
these reasons, in this research the tasks required for performing an Energy-10 building
energy conservation options analysis include;
1. Modeling various options of building energy conservation, including window
treatments (window orientation, areas, and glazing types), and building skin
insulation (roof, wall, and floor) differences in each characteristics to
determine the most optimal performance of those cases by examining their
impact on of LCC savings.
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10
2. Modeling the whole-house composite building corresponds to the previous
results to evaluate the impact on energy saving and costs and benefits among
the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2(X)2), the Local Constmction
Practices (NSOE, 2003), and the Low-Energy Options.
3. Examining the results of those cases, and developing the lists of options that
should be considered when designing building energy conservation options on
the basis of the most sufficient economic benefits.
4. The list of options includes the following:
•

The use of window treatments including window orientations and high
performance glazing types.

•

The use of a variety of building orientations.

We investigated the

building orientations varying over 360° using 90° increments from the
due south orientation.
•

The use of insulation options included increasing the insulation
resistance values (R-values) of the building skin.

•

And the use of higher performance air conditioning units including
higher seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER).

Since the reference case has been selected from previous studies (Desjarlais,
2002; UMTC, 2002), in our study, we then extended their study with respect to the
economical investment energy conservation options for new buildings.

We further

investigated how the energy consumption might change when the house characteristics
are ehanged. To be consistent with the previous study (UMTC, 2002), we modeled six
different types of window glazings, including single, double, triple, double low-e, triple
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low-e, and quadruple low-e. We performed the simulations of window areas equivalent
to 10% and 20% of the floor area and examined the impact on annual energy use due to
deereasing and increasing window areas given in the Reference Case (UMTC, 2002).
Furthermore, we increased the size of the reference house from 2,000 ft^ to 3,000
ft^ and 4,000 ft^ to assess the accuracy of energy impact on annual energy use. We kept
the amount of window areas (15% of the floor area) eonstant throughout the simulation
analyses.
However, it is important to stress that the UMTC (2002) study is based on the
assumption that windows are equally distributed on all four orientations (north, east, west,
and south) of exterior walls.

Therefore, we performed twelve additional parametric

studies to account for unequally distributed window areas on the exterior walls and
examined the operating eost savings of those eases.

Likewise, corresponding to the

Desjarlais (2002) study, we simulated the different characteristics of R-values for wall,
floor and roof configurations to evaluate their energy impact on energy use and operating
cost savings.
Up to this point, the output of an extensive parametric analysis has shown the
impact on annual energy savings and operating cost savings. However, these are not all
the economic optimizations of building energy conservation options. For example, if
more insulation is installed on the building envelop, including wall, roof, and floor
insulations, then less annual energy consumption results.

Likewise, window

characteristies that considered lower U-factors result in better energy savings.
Based upon this reason, we then modeled another parametric study of individual
strategies’ approaches to determine the most optimal building design with regard to
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energy conservation options by examining their LCC. In the LCC analysis, we tried to
identify both types and thieknesses of insulation, which results in providing the
maximum Net Present Value (NPV). The NPV is the difference in LCC savings. Then,
in the case of optimal design, the results are selected as the Low-Energy Options for our
further study. We modeled the whole-house composite building to evaluate the potential
cost-effectiveness and benefits of various energy conservation options for new buildings.
Finally, in the Las Vegas valley, the whole-house composite building Energy-10
modeling was employed for various energy conservation options of the new residential
buildings. We then compared the simulation results of the Low-Energy Options to the
Reference Case (UMTC, 2002) and (Desjarlais, 2002), and Loeal Construction Practices
(NSOE, 2003).
In the current study, we investigated the results of using Energy-10 analysis as
follows: the energy consumption patterns for new residential buildings of the desired size
and the potential of energy savings, operating cost savings, and Life-Cycle Costs savings
from a desired set of charaeteristics. It is important to note that although this study is
focused on new residential buildings, the analysis could ultimately be applied to all three
types of buildings: single-family home, small commercial building (e.g., a convenienee
store), and a multi-story commercial building. We discussed these results in Chapters 2
and 3 respectively.
In conclusion, we developed the reeommendations of the lists of options that
should be considered when designing building energy conservation options on the basis
of the most significant economic benefits. We also provided the lists of further research
in the area of evaluation building energy conservation options as presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY OF BUILDING
ENERGY CONSERVATION OPTIONS
With the help of a state-of-the-art computer software program named Energy-10,
the main purpose in this Chapter is to optimize the cost effectiveness of various energy
conservation options for new buildings in Las Vegas, Nevada. Las Vegas is located in a
valley at 36.1 degrees north latitude and 115.17 degrees west longitude with elevation of
2,162 feet above the sea level. It has heating and cooling degree days of 2,407 and 6,745
respectively (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-conditioning
Engineers [ASHRAE], 2000).
In order to eonduct a parametric study of computer simulations where wide ranges
of conditions are varied to determine their impact, it is necessary to begin with a
reference case. For this reason, we have selected the prototypical house on a basis of the
descriptions given in the recent publication. There are two related studies for this valley;
One from the University of Minnesota, College of Architeeture and Landscape
Architeeture, at Twin Cities [UMTC], (2002) and another from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory [ORNL], (Desjarlais, 2002).
The potential of the Desjarlais (2002) study is to account for the impact on annual
energy saving. In the study, he focused on providing the amount of insulation that is
needed for a new or existing house in the local climate, and providing the section of

13
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insulation that should be considered in building designs. Desjarlais (2002) evaluated the
/(-values on the basis of steady state computer model simulations.

The study

recommended installing a quantity of insulation that provides resistance values of /?-13,
R-19, and R-13 for wall, roof, and floor insulations respectively.
On the other hand, the previous study (UMTC, 2002) was focused on equally
distributed window areas on all orientations (north, east, west, and south) of the house.
They recommended a window with double glazing for a typical new 2,000 ft^ house with
300 ft^ of window areas (15% of floor area). However, it should be noted that the results
from the two studies (UMTC, 2002; Desjarlais, 2002) were focused on the annual energy
saving only.
In the current study, we have investigated the economic cost effectiveness various
energy conservation options for new homes in Las Vegas, Nevada. Because the most
energy savings may or may not correspond to the best economical investment, we
selected and evaluated cost-effectiveness of building energy conservation options. This
was based upon the combination of potential energy savings, operating cost savings, and
Life-Cycle Costs (LCC) savings as estimated by the Energy-10 computer software
program.
One of the significant parts of Energy-10 simulations used in this study provide a
parametric analysis to assist us in understanding the impact of window characteristics,
exterior wall, floor, and roof constructions on annual energy uses, annual operating costs,
and LCC. We performed a number of computer simulations for new houses with a wide
range of characteristics in the Las Vegas area.

Because of the number of influence

parameters involved, we developed a strategy to demonstrate the principal implications in
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the computer simulations by making basie assumptions throughout the analyses as
follow;
•

Define heating systems to operate at the highest possible efficiency
conditions.

The efficiencies of gas furnace and fan, for instance, are

assumed to be 100%.
•

Define heat gain loads, such as internal and external lights, hot water, and
plug loads to be minimized. All of these loads are assumed to be zero.

•

For cooling systems, a direct expansion compressor is assumed for airconditioning with a very high Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER)
equal to 20. Most air conditioners have a SEER between 8 and 12 (Cengel
and Boles, 2002).

• No nighttime setback effect is used, so the heating thermostat is set equal
to 70° F (ASHRAE, 2003).
• With no setup effect assumed, the cooling thermostat is set equal to 78” F
(ASHRAE, 2003).
• No daylighting, infiltration, duct leak, economizer, occupancy, and
interior partition effects are considered.
• The height of floor-to-ceiling is equal to 9 feet.
These assumptions are kept constant throughout the simulation evaluations of
building energy conservation options using Energy-10.

The purpose here is to

demonstrate the principal involved in the computer simulations.
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Parametric Costs and Benefits Analysis
Window Characteristics
Before discussing the parametric costs and benefits analysis of window
characteristics, we will discuss the parametric energy analyses as presented in Appendix I.
To be consistent with the previous study (UMTC, 2002), we modeled six different types
of window glazing including single, double, triple, double low-e, triple low-e, and
quadmple low-e. Tables 1 and 2 present the window properties of these different glazing
types and their associated description names. In Energy-10, the window properties data
are based on the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) calculations using
WINDOW-4 computer software program for a whole window including frame.
names are also as used by LBNL researchers.

Table 1 The Glazing Types and Their Associated Description Names
Type
Single
Double
Triple
Double Low-E
Triple Low-E
Quadruple Low-E

Descriptive name
Single Clear Glass
Double Clear Glass
Triple Clear Glass
Double Clear Glass with Low-E Coating
Heat Mirror 88 film with clear glass
Double Heat Mirror films with clear glass
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Table 2 Whole Window Properties for Different Glazing Types
Window Description
Glazing System
Single
Double
Triple
Double Low-E
Triple Low-E
Quadruple Low-E

U-factor
(Btu/hr-ft^-”F)
1.11
0.49
0.32
0.35
0.23
0.12

Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient (SHGC)
0.86
0.77
0.58
0.56
0.58
0.45

Visible
Transmittance (VT)
0.9
0.81
0.71
0.75
0.71
0.62

We then further investigated two additional studies (window areas are 15% of
floor area):
1. We varied window areas equivalent to 10% and 20% of the total floor area to see
how the energy eonsequenees might be changed due to decreasing and increasing
window areas from the reference case.
2. We eonducted simulations on the building floor area that varies from 50% (3,000
ft^) to 100% (4,000 ft^) larger than the 2,000 ft^ reference case. The purpose is to
see the energy impaet on annual heating and annual cooling loads that might be
changed corresponding to the building size increase.
Aceording to Figures 14 and 15 in the Appendix, we observed that the impact of
annual energy use varied linearly and corresponded to the percent square footage of
window area increase or decrease. Likewise, increasing the house size up to 4,000 ft^
from the reference house, we observed that for most cases error from the impact of
annual energy use varied slightly from the reference case (2,000 ft^) by small amounts
except for the annual heating load of single glazing window cases. However, the errors
of the annual heating energy use for single glazing type are still moderate about 10%
error eompared to the reference house as illustrated in Figure 15 in Appendix. Thus,
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from these observations, we concluded that window area is an independent and additive
parameter. It should be noted, however, that the results of these simulations are achieved
on a principle of fixed input parameters including windows’ U-factor, SHGC, VT, and its
areas while giving the other influence parameters constant, large values throughout the
analyses (see Table 11 in Appendix). In addition, as previously described the window
areas are equally distributed on all sides (north, east, south, and west orientations) of the
exterior walls (UMTC, 2002).
In one of the major interests in this Chapter we further investigated alternative
window areas. We performed the simulations of those on the basis of window areas
being unequally distributed on four orientations of the exterior wall. The simulations of
these alternatives window were modeled for twelve cases on new 2,000 ft^ homes with
288 ft^ window areas (15% of floor area) in Las Vegas, Nevada. We compared these
simulation results to the window case 1. Window case 1 represents the reference case
based upon the previous study (UMTC, 2002). The window areas are equally distributed
on the four sides of the exterior walls. On the other hand, window cases 2 to case 12 are
the alternative options in this study. For those alternative cases, we investigated window
areas that are unequally distributed on the four orientations. Distributions of north-eastsouth-and-west orientations are shown in the Table 3.
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Table 3 The Distribution of Double Glazing Window Area on the Four Orientations

Window Case Study
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9
Case 10
Case 11
Case 12

Window Area (ft^)
N/E/S/W
72/72/72/72
96/72/96/24
48/48/144/48
144/48/48/48
120/96/48/24
96/120/24/48
144/0144/0
96/48/144/0
48/0/240/0
96/0/192/0
96/24/144/24
120/24/144/0

Note; All for 2,000 ft buildings with window areas are 15% of floor area.

We then examined window orientation on energy impact with respect to percent
operating cost savings. There are presented in Table 4. In these caleulations, the costs of
electricity and natural gas are assumed to be $0.090/kWh and $0.770/ therm respectively.
These energy costs are provided by the Energy Information Administration [EIA], (2002).
Note that the results of these simulations are aehieved on a principle of fixed input
parameters including windows’ U-factor, SHGC, VT, and areas while giving the other
influence parameters values that minimize their effects throughout the simulations. The
hearing system is a gas furnace with no nighttime setback assumed. For the cooling
system, the air-eonditioning direet expansion compressor with no setup effect is assumed.
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Table 4 Impact of Double Glazing Window with Unequally Distributed Area (15% of
Floor Area) on Annual Energy Costs Compared to the Reference Case (UMTC, 2002) of
New 2,000 ft^ Buildings in Las Vegas, Nevada
Window Orientations
N/E/S/W
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9
Case 10
Case 11
Case 12

Heating
$/ft%
0.088
0.087
0.08
0.101
0.097
0.099
0.087
0.082
0.077
0.081
0.083
0.085

Cooling
$/ft^
0332
0.311
0.348
0.291
0.297
0.316
0.289
0.314
0.359
0323
0.317
0.301

% Operating Cost Saving
Cooling
Heating
1.13
9.09
-14.77
-10.23
-12.5
1.14
6.82
12.5
7.95
5.68
3.41

632
-4.82
12.35
10.54
432
12.95
5.42
-8.13
2.71
4.52
9.34

The test runs show that window case 12, where about 40%, 6%, and 54% of
north-east-and-south-faeing windows are distributed on four sides of a house respectively,
leads to the best performance among those alternative cases shown in Table 4. This is
based upon the annual dollar savings per unit area. The annual heating cost of window
case 12 is $0.085/ft^. This results in a 3.41% operating cost saving when compared to the
reference case ($0.088/ft^). In a similar fashion, the annual cooling cost for window case
12 is $0.031/ft^. The increment of the operating cost saving for annual cooling is 9.34%
from the reference case ($0.332/ft^).

Note from Table 4 that the negative percent

operating cost savings serves as a loss in dollar saving per unit floor area compared to the
reference case (Case 1). For example, the hearing cost of alternative window case 4 (see
Table 3 for these window distributions) brings a loss of $ 0.013/ft^ ($.088-$0.101). As a
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result, this alternative window arrangement result in 14.77% more heating eost than the
reference case.
To broaden the applicability of these simulation results, we further investigated
the alternative window areas as previously described in Table 3, but here we performed
the simulations on different window eharaeteristies. Hence, windows with double low-e
glazing type are used for the simulations instead of the simple double-glazing type. By
keeping the building aspect ratio to be as previously presented. Table 5 shows the energy
impaet of unequally distributed window areas on the annual heating and annual cooling
costs. These assume double low-e glazing type for typical 2,000 ft^ building with 288 ft^
of window area (15% of floor area) in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Table 5 Impact of Double Low-E Glazing Window with Unequally Distributed Area
(15% of Floor Area) on Annual Energy Costs Compared to the Reference Case (UMTC,
2002) of New 2,000 ft^ Buildings in Las Vegas
Window Orientations
N/E/S/W
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8
Case 9
Case 10
Case 11
Case 12

Heating
$ /ff
0.078
0.077
0.068
0.089
0.086
0.088
0.075
0.071
0.063
0.068
0.072
0.073

Cooling
$/ft^
0.26
0.245
0.267
0.234
0.24
0.252
0.227
0.245
0.272
0.248
0.247
0.236

% Operating Cost Saving
Heating
Cooling
1.28
12.82
-14.10
-10.26
-12.82
335
8.97
19.23
12.82
7.69
6.41
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5.77
-2.69
10
7.69
3.08
12.69
5.77
-4.61
4.62
5
9.23
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We observed from the two test simulations that both approaches led to the
identical conclusion that the alternative options’ window case 12 provides the best
performance with respect to operating cost savings. It should be mentioned for window
case 12, however, that the U-factor of a double low-e glazed window is lower than the Ufactor of double-glazed window. An impact of this difference is that when a small Ufactor is used for a window, the heating cost per unit area decreases as illustrated in Table
5. The negative values shown in Table 5 represent a loss in operating costs savings, as
previously mentioned.

For instance, using alternative window case 9, where more

window areas are distributed in the south orientation (about 84%), and about 16% of
window areas are placed in the north wall, causes a loss of $0.012/ft^ in cooling cost
($0.26-$0.272). With this loss, alternative window case 9 consumes 4.61% more annual
cooling operating cost than the reference case. However, there is a tradeoff for hearing
costs. The annual hearing cost is reduced because the south-oriented windows tended to
maximize winter solar hearing gain. Due to more window areas on the south facade, a
saving of $0.015/ft^ ($0.078-$0.063) of annual hearing cost is realized.

This is the

maximum percent operating cost saving of annual hearing among those options shown in
Table 5.
However, the overall results using an alternative window case 12 provide the best
performance because it offers less annual hearing and cooling costs. To explore further
the implication of using window case 12, we investigated the energy impact with various
other characteristics using Energy-10. We considered the different types of window
glazing to be consistent with the previous study (UMTC, 2002). The simulations are
compared to determine the degree of optimum operating cost savings. The simulation
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test results obviously illustrated that quadruple low-e glazing window type is the best
optimum operating cost savings among those cases as shown in Table 6. It leads to a
maximum dollar saving per unit area in both heating and cooling costs. It brings a saving
of $0.023/ft^ ($0.085-$0.062) in annual heating bill, also a saving of $0.098/ft^ ($0,301$0,203) of annual cooling cost. With this cost saving per unit area, using quadruple lowe glazing type increases 27.06% and 32.58% operating cost savings of heating and
cooling costs respectively compared to the reference case (using double glazing type).

Table 6 The Impact of Using the Alternative Window Case 12 for Different Glazing
Types on Annual Energy Costs Compared to the Reference Case (UMTC, 2002) of New
2,000 ft^ Buildings in Las Vegas
Glazing Types
N/E/S/W
Double
Triple
Double Low-E
Triple Low-E
Quadruple Low-E

Heating
$/ft^
0.085
0.063
0.073
0.061
0.062

Cooling
$/ft^
0.301
0.262
0.236
0.239
0.203

% Operating Cost Saving
Heating
Cooling
25.88
14.12
2838
27.06

12.96
21.59
20.60
32.58

Although it is obvious that using quadruple low-e glazing is worthwhile, we still
doubt that this alternative glazing type is the best optimization for energy conservation
options. In order to answer this question, we will find the most cost effective option
using the LCC method. The LCC analysis will allow us to simplify the decisions for the
best economieally efficient energy conservation options. Indeed, we introduced the LCC
analysis in this study and will discuss its details later in this Chapter. For now, let us
continue the investigation of the parametric costs and benefits analysis by discussing the
exterior wall eonstruetion.
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Exterior Wall Constructions
The use of massive insulations in exterior wall construction can be an efficient
means of decreasing both hearing and cooling energy use in residential buildings. The
magnitude of savings depends on the various parameters including the climate, the
amount of wall area, the physieal properties of wall material, and the building design.
Furthermore, other building design parameters that can be involved are the area of
windows and their orientations, the types of window glazing, and the building operating
conditions.
In addition to the reference case (2,000 ft^), 3,000 and 4,000 ft^ of wall total gross
areas are studied to quantify the effect of changing the percent square footage of exterior
walls on annual energy use. As presented in Figure 16, Appendix, the annual energy
eonsumption linearly increases corresponding to the increasing wall total gross areas.
Thus, from these observations, we eonclude that exterior wall area is independent of
other design factors and an additive parameter.
Furthermore, we modeled eight wall constructions parametrically using Energy10 to account for the impact on annual energy use.

As expected, installing more

resistance levels, R-31 for example, for exterior wall insulation, requires less annual
energy as shown in Figure 16. However, this expectation is true only when the energy
savings are concerned. But it may or may not be true for optimized cost-effectiveness of
various energy conservation options for new eonstruetion.
To explore optimizing the cases, we further investigated the performance of
various wall resistance levels to determine lowest life-cycle costs. We then used Energy10 to model these alternative wall resistance correspond to the previous study Desjarlais
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(2002). With regard to the operating cost savings, the installing a value of R-31 for
exterior wall insulation gives the best solution among those considered. It leads to saving
of 20% in hearing eost and 7.31% in cooling cost compared to the reference case (R-\3 is
installed for the exterior wall insulation). This is illustrated in Table 7. The results of
these simulations are achieved by assumed that there are no windows on the exterior
walls. Also, while we varied the input K-value of the exterior walls in the simulations,
we kept the other influence parameters constant.

Table 7 The Impaet on Annual Energy Costs of Using Various Exterior Wall R-value
Insulation is Compared to the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002) of New 2,000 ft^
Buildings in Las Vegas, Nevada
Wall R-Value
R-13
R-15
R-19
R-21
R-13
R-31

Heating
$/ft^
0.085
0.081
0.076
0.075
0.074
0.068

Cooling
$/ft^
0.301
0.296
0.29
0.288
0.286
0.279

% Operating Cost Saving
Hearing
Cooling
4.70
10.59
11.76
12.94
20

1.66
3.65
4.32
4.98
7.31

However, will installing R-31 insulations on the exterior wall bring the most
economically efficient investments for buildings? Would better cost savings generally be
realized if higher levels of insulation are used? Well, at this point, we might say yes, the
bigger insulation values, the better savings become according to our study results, but we
still need to look at both insulation and operation costs combined.
For most problems of making economically efficient decisions between energy
conservation options, the LCC method will provide proper insights. We present a LCC
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analysis for the exterior wall construction options later in this document. In the next
section, we continue our investigation of the parametric costs and benefits for the next
component, which is floor construction.
Floor Constructions
With regard to the parametric energy analysis, we now describe our analysis of
various floor constructions. We modeled the building floor area to vary from 50% (3,000
ft^) to 100% (4,000 ft^) both larger sizes than the 2000 ft^ prototype house. Twentyseven computer simulations have been performed to test the impaet on annual energy use.
For a given floor area variation, the energy impact on annual heating and annual cooling
loads have been found to vary linearly, increasing as the house size (see figures 17 in
Appendix).

Thus, from these observations, we concluded that floor area is an

independent and additive parameter.
Beside these simulations, we investigated the impact on annual energy use of
varying the floor insulation resistance values. The test runs show in Figure 17 that the
impact on the total energy use fluctuates with the level of floor insulation being used.
Higher floor insulation resistance will decrease annual energy consumption.

The

decreased annual energy consumption does not necessarily mean this leads to the
optimum energy conservation options.
We modeled five levels of floor insulation in addition to the reference case to
determine their cost-effectiveness. Table 8 shows the behavior of dollars savings per unit
area of both the heating and the cooling loads increase with increasing the R-value. For
instance, a resistance value of R-43 results in an annual heating savings of $0.035/ft^
($0.085-$0.05) and gives a cooling savings of $0.009/ft^ ($0.031-$0.292). This increases
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the percent saving in operating costs 41.18% in heating and 2.99% in eooling compared
to the reference case.

Table 8 The Impact of Using the Alternative R-value Floor Insulation on Annual Energy
Costs Compared to the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002) of New 2,000 ft^ Buildings in
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Floor R-Value
R-13
R-19
R-25
R-30
R-31
R-43

Heating
$/ft^
0.085
0.067
0.059
0.056
0.052
0.05

Cooling
$/ft^
0.301
0.296
0.294
0.293
0.292
0.292

% Operating Cost Saving
Cooling
Heating
21.17
30.59
34.12
38.82
41.18

1.66
2.33
2.66
2.99
2.99

Note that the results of these simulations are achieved by assuming that there are
no windows on the exterior walls. Also, while we varied the input floor R-values in the
simulation, we kept the other influence parameters including roof and wall constructions
to be constant, large values throughout the simulations (see Table 13 in Appendix).
We still need the LCC analysis to verify that R-43 floor insulation is the best
investment. This is given later in this Chapter. Before that, we are going to address the
last component of the parametric cost/benefit analysis, which is roof construction. After
addressing this aspect, we will investigate the LCC method.
Roof Constructions
Assuming no window on the roof construction, we performed Energy-10
simulations for new construction with varying roof areas from 50% (3,000 ft^) to 100%
(4,000 ft^), larger than the 2,000 ft^ reference case. Since we did not change the building
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aspect ratio for those two cases, the results of the energy impact on annual heating and
cooling loads have been found to increase linearly as the house size is increased. This
illustrated in Figure 18 in Appendix. We concluded that the roof area is an independent
and additive parameter.
In addition, we modeled eight roof constructions with varying R value.

The

Energy-10 simulations calculated the energy impact on annual energy use. Figure 18
indicates the extent that annual energy loads are influenced by the roof insulation
resistances. With regard to the annual energy use, there are much larger percentage
differences between the poor and the high roof insulations within the same building
aspect ratio. Consider Figure 18 in Appendix again. The reduction of annual energy use
dramatically decreases the annual heating loads by 83% and as well as for annual cooling
(75%) when high roof insulation, R-60, is used in the simulation. We observed from the
previous results that installing more insulation may or may not be the optimum solution
to energy conservations options.
For this reason, we performed the Energy-10 simulations with respect to the costs
and benefits of various energy conservation options in this chapter. First, we investigated
the energy impact on operating cost savings. As expected, installing the larger amount of
roof resistance insulation is still the winner among those cases regardless of costeffectiveness. For example, look at the results in Table 9. The increments of percent
operating cost savings of R-60 are 22.35% for heating, and 16.61% for cooling compared
to the base case R-19.
The results of these simulations as illustrated in Table 9 assumed that there are no
windows on the exterior walls. Also, while we varied the input roof R values in the
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simulation, we kept the other influence parameters including floor and wall constructions
to be eonstant. They were assumed to have large values throughout the simulations to
make their impact on the results negligible.

Table 9 The Impact of Using the Alternative R-value Roof Insulation on Annual Energy
Costs Compared to the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002) of New 2,000 ft^ Buildings in
Las Vegas, Nevada
Roof R-Value
R-19
R-22
R-30
R-38
R-49
R-60

Heating
$/ft^
0.085
0.081
0.075
0.072
0.068
0.066

Cooling
$/ft^
0.301
0.292
0.275
0.265
0.257
0.251

% Operating Cost Saving
Heating
Cooling
N.A.
N.A.
4.70
2.99
8.64
11.76
11.96
15.29
20
14.62
22.35
16.61

Up to this point, the output of extensive parametric analysis has shown the impact
on annual energy savings and operating cost savings. But these are not the complete
story of économie optimization of building energy eonservation options. For example, if
more insulation is installed on the building envelop, including wall, roof, and floor
insulations, the less annual energy eonsumption results.

Likewise, window

characteristics as considered lower U-factors result in better energy savings.
In the following section, we examine four applications of the LCC method to
building energy conservation options. The first deals with the window characteristics, the
second deals with exterior wall construction details, the third deals with the floor
construction various, and the last deals with impact of roof construction.
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Parametric Life Cycle Cost Analysis
In this section, we describe using Energy-10 for estimating the LCC savings of
energy conservation approaches to a 2,000 ft^ building in Las Vegas, Nevada. Energy-10
includes capabilities to evaluate the LCC.

The basis of this is a determination of a

discounted cash flow over the building lifetime. Discounted cash flow analysis can be
quite complicated. In general, the complexity of the LCC analysis measures when there
are many effects to be considered in the simulation. For instance. Energy-10 provides
twelve strategies that can be considered to evaluate the effect of discounted cash flow.
In this study, however, we accounted only for simple effeets of discounting
analysis including: the initial construction cost (assumed to be fixed at $ 100/ft^ for all
cases), the replacement of HVAC equipment on a periodic basis, the annual fuel costs,
and the annual electric costs. Then, we performed Energy-10 simulations of the eash
flow analysis to evaluate these costs based on the year-by-year input data throughout the
building lifetime.

The basic assumptions of discounting cash flow rate that we

considered in this study are as follow:
•

Fuel eost escalation rate of 4.5%.

•

Electric cost escalation rate of 5%.

•

HVAC life cycle of 15 years.

•

10% Salvage value of the original HVAC system.

•

HVAC replacement cost escalation rate of 4%.

•

Discount percent rate of 6%.

Note that all of these assumptions are obtained from the Energy-10 default values.
We present the results of the LCC analysis, which are estimated by Energy-10 in terms of
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the Net Present Values (NPV). The NPV is the difference in LCC savings. The NPV
quantifies the benefit in terms of equivalent dollars in the first year of the building life.
This can be done by discounting future cash flows to the present time based on the
discount rate assumption noted above. The NPV results will be approximate because the
costs are estimated by using simple scaling laws. However, using scaling laws should
give us satisfactory estimations to satisfy the objective of this research. Based on the
design and analysis of thermal systems (Boehm, 1987), the cost coefficients of scaling
law are determined from the slope m (see Figure 2). For example, we first estimated
several costs of individual components of R-values based upon RSMeans, (2003). Then
we make plot of cost versus R-value and draw a straight line through the points. The
slope of this line is the cost coefficients. We estimated the scaling laws’ cost coefficients,
which are consistent to the eost per ft^ of each component provided in the building
construction cost data book (RSMeans, 2003) and in the assemblies cost data book
(RSMeans, 2003). We obtained the eost coefficients of window, wall, roof, and floor
equal to $2, $0.30, $0,152, and $0,104 per ft^ per unit R-value respectively. Consider the
cost of the scaling laws’ cost coefficient for walls have $0.30 per ft^ per unit R-value, an
opaque wall area of 1,643 ft^, and the differences in R-values between the base case and
the alternative case of two. Then the installed cost of wall insulation is $986($0.30 x 2 x
1,643) as used in the simulations.
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Figure 2 An example of the approximate cost function used here for a piece of equipment
showing variables pertinent to size effects (Boehm, 1987).

After the cost coefficients are established, we performed the Energy-10
simulations to investigate the effect of the LCC assuming building lifetimes of 10, 15,
and 20 years. Note that in the LCC analysis we tried to identify both type and thickness
of insulation, which results in the maximum NPV. Now, let us address the investigation
of the LCC analysis on each component in the following order: window characteristics,
exterior wall, floor, and roof constructions.
Window Characteristics
The LCC analysis was estimated for the alternative choices of double, triple,
double low-e, triple low-e, and quadruple low-e glazing using Energy-10. The costs were
estimated for the first cost of new construction, gas heating, electric cooling, the energy
escalation values, HVAC salvage value, and discount percentage rate as previously
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described for a range of building lifetimes (10, 15, and 20 years). The study using the
LCC technique is relevant to the design of new construction in Las Vegas, Nevada in that
it identifies the best efficiency and life-time cost effectiveness of window characteristics
among alternative choices.
Using window characteristics’ case twelve, we expected from the previous results
that quadruple low-e glazing windows should give the maximum NPV because they bring
maximum operating cost savings in both the heating and cooling costs among those
alternative options. Calculations illustrate, however, that the quadruple low-e glazing
windows are not the least overall cost alternative as is shown in Figure 3 if twenty years
building lifetime is assumed. Note the double-glazed windows represent the Reference
Case in this study.

The Differences Between the LCC (NPV)
of Window Characteristics
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Figure 3 The impact on NPV of using alternative window glazing types compared to the
Reference Case (Double glazing, UMTC 2002)
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In contrast, the results show for the NPV that using quadruple low-e glazed
window is not worthwhile as we expected for building lifetimes less than twenty years.
A ten years’ building lifetime, for instance, using the alternative high performance
windows is worth less compared to the reference case due to the negative NPV. The
negative NPV indicates that the alternative glazing window types have a higher LCC than
the double-glazed window. Furthermore, a fifteen years’ building lifetime using double
low-e glazed windows gives the optimum cost savings because they convert to the
maximum NPV ($310) among those alternative choices shown in Figure 2.
Therefore, on the basis of the LCC analysis, we have made a decision to select the
quadruple low-e glazed windows with twenty years building lifetime for our further study.
We will examine the impact of the LCC on the composite building with respect to
building energy conservations options and will discuss this investigation in Chapter 3.
For now, we finish the investigation of the LCC analysis for the individual components.
The LCC analysis on the exterior wall construction is described in the next section.
Exterior Wall Constructions
The LCC technique is used to evaluate the cost investments by comparing all the
present and future costs with the best-expected benefits. Therefore, we used Energy-10
to perform a LCC analysis to see the impact of cost savings over the building lifetime (10,
15, and 20 years). The results of the LCC analysis are expressed in NPV. We expected
the maximum positive costs from the NPV, which represents the most benefits and is the
most economically efficient of the LCC analyses. From the previous results, installing R37 on the exterior walls gives the best operating cost saving among those alternative
resistance insulation levels as presented in Table 7 (Page 13).
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However, with respect to the LCC analysis, we observe that installing higher
resistance insulation levels would not raise savings sufficiently to compensate the
additional cost of the insulations. For example, installing R-7>1 wall insulation in new
construction leads to the maximum negative NPV, which depends on the building
lifetime. The shorter the building lifetime, the more uneconomical the building energy
conservation options become as illustrated in Figure 4.

The Differences Between the LCC (NPV)
of Exterior Wall Construction
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Figure 4 The impact on NPV of using alternative /(-Value exterior walls insulation
compared to the Reference Case (/(-13, Desjarlais 2002)

Based on our study, a quantity of insulation that provides a resistance value of R15 is the most economically efficient option among those alternative resistance insulation
levels shown in Figure 4. For this reason R-15 will be used further investigations for
determining whole-composite building optional energy conservation options, which is
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discussed in Chapter 3. Note that R-13 represented the Reference Case in this study and
this was recommended in the recent publications for this valley (ORNL, 2002). The next
component considered for LCC analysis for building energy conservation options is the
floor construction.
Floor Constructions
The LCC analysis was estimated for the alternative choices of resistance
insulation values (R-13, R-19, R-25, R-30 R-37, and R-43) for 10, 15, and 20 years’
building lifetimes. As we would expect from its name, the focus of the LCC analysis is
on cost savings. Figure 5 shows graphically the behavior of the NPV associated with the
level of insulations as the building lifetime varies. The maximum positive NPV is $ 481
and that the corresponding resistance level is R-19 for the twenty-year building lifetimes.

The Differences Between the LCC (NPV)
of Floor Construction
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Figure 5 The impact on NPV of using alternative /(-Value floor insulation compared to
the Reference Case (R-13, Desjarlais 2002)
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Another way of establishing R -\9 as the optimal level of insulation for twentyyear building lifetimes is to examine marginal NPV savings. Looking at Figure 5 again,
we observed that for ten-and-fifteen year building lifetimes the NPV becomes
increasingly negative as /(-value increases from the reference case.

In contrast, for

twenty-year building lifetimes, only R-19 gives a positive NPV, but beyond that
alternative point the marginal savings become increasingly negative, which means the
LCC begins to increase. For example, the increase in the floor insulation from R-13
(reference case) to /(-19 brings the marginal NPV saving of $ 481, hut the next increment
of alternative insulation values, R-25, brings a loss of $ 56.
Therefore, according to Figure 5, we can draw the following conclusions for the
floor insulations that:
•

The amount of floor insulation that provides a resistance value of /(-19 is
the optimum.

•

Larger floor /(-values are less cost effective.

•

As building lifetimes become longer, the best energyconservation option
becomes more economically efficient.

The last component of the investigation of the LCC analysis is the roof constructions.
Roof Constructions
Up to this point, we have found that the LCC analysis gives us important
economic insight for designing new buildings’ energy conservation options. Therefore,
we investigated the LCC savings associated with the change of alternative roof design of
/(-values. With respect to operating cost savings as previously discussed (see Table 9,
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Page 17), installing R-60 roof insulation provides the best percent operating cost savings.
However, the test simulations identify installing R-22 insulation on the roof constructions
as more economical than R-60 for twenty-year building lifetimes. It maximizes the NPV
at $138 among those alternative resistance level insulations shown in Figure 6.
The increment of roof insulation from the reference case (/?-19) to R-30 brings a
positive NPV savings, but next increment to R-3S brings a negative NPV of $2,645. This
loss is dramatically increased as /(-values increase. The increasing by negative values of
the NPV signifies that the LCC of alternative choices becomes greater than its reference
case and are uneconomical investments.

The Differences Between the LCC (NPV)
of Roof Construction
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Figure 6 The impact on NPV of using alternative /(-Value roof insulation compared to the
Reference Case (R-19, Desjarlais 2002)
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Furthermore, if the building lifetime is less than twenty years (ten and fifteen
years as in this study), Figure 6 shows that the increment of those alternative resistance
insulation values are worth less for building energy conservation options compared to the
reference case because of the negative NPV.

For example, a fifteen-year building

lifetimes, the increase from R-19 to R-22 brings a loss of $158 and for the next increment,
R-30, also brings a loss of $795.

These losses continue increasing as the R-vahie

increases, and the building lifetime decreases.
To this end, we conclude that for a 20-year life a quantity of roof insulation of R22 is the most economically efficient among those alternative choices shown in Figure 6.
It is the level for which the homeowner will maximize net savings from energy
conservation options.
Chapter Summarv
According to the LCC analysis of each component, we can draw the following
conclusions about optimal new construction energy conservation options in Las Vegas,
Nevada:
•

The minimum building lifetime must be at least twenty years to optimize
the building energy conservation efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

•

The quadruple low-e glazing tends to be the most cost-effective among
those alternative choices examined.

•

An exterior wall insulation value of R-15 shows the best life-cycle cost
among the alternatives considered here.

•

For floor construction, R-19 thermal rating performs best from a life cycle
costing point of view.
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A resistance value of R-22 demonstrates superior economics among the
various choices of roof insulations.
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CHAPTER 3

BUILDING ENERGY CONSERVATION
OPTIONS ANALYSIS
In Chapter 2, we reported energy savings and life cycle costing aspects for
building energy conservation options.

This focused on the influence of isolated

individual components including windows, wall, floor, and roof constructions in the Las
Vegas valley. Conclusions reached about these components are presented in the chapter
summary.
In this chapter, we build on the previous conclusions to model the LCC analysis
using Energy-10 to simulate whole-composite 2,000 ft^ homes for this climate. We used
the LCC technique for determining cost savings of energy-conserving approaches in
buildings. Based upon the simulations in Chapter 2, we concluded that architects and
engineers have only to apply LCC analysis to the key design decisions in order to
determine the most cost-effective buildings’ energy conservation options. Therefore, we
investigated the impact on cost effectiveness of the following aspects:
•

The use of several air-conditioner efficiencies.

We performed the

simulations using the conservative air-conditioner efficiency (a 10.25
SEER rate) and compared it with the high efficiency SEER rate of 13.

41
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•

The use of various building orientations. We investigated the building
orientation varying over 360° using 90° increments from the due south
orientation.

•

And the use of increasing energy escalation prices. Based upon the recent
Las Vegas Re view-Journal article, “Nevada power rates for residential
customers increased 60 percent over the past 13 years, more than those in
any other state, according to a federal agency” (Johnson, 2003).

Then, we compared the Low-Energy simulation analyses to the Reference Case
and the Local Construction Practices. The Reference Case represents the base case in
this study. The descriptions are given in recent publications for this valley (Desjarlais,
2002; UMTC, 2002).

On the other hand, for the Local Construction Practices,

descriptions are given in a recent study of a 305-home sample population by Nevada
State Office of Energy [NSOE] (2003), but the final report is not yet publicly available.
Let us examine the first option of composite-building energy conservation.

Analysis of Building Energy
Conservation Option I
In this section, we modeled two Low-Energy cases using Energy-10 on the basis
of the LCC technique for new 2,000 ft^ buildings in Las Vegas, Nevada. We named the
two cases as Low-Energy Options A and B. We then compared these options’ results to
the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002) and the Local Construction
Practices (NSOE, 2003).
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Based upon the NSOE (2003) study, the descriptions of the Local Construction
Practices were given as follows:
•

Double-glazed window characteristics with area of 318 ft^. Also, window
areas are equally distributed on the four sides of the house.

•

R-16 and R-30 for wall and roof insulations respectively, and no insulation
for the floor construction.

•

A conservative Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) equal to 10.25
was assumed for the cooling system.

•

The efficiency of the heating system was 100% for the natural gas furnace.

On the other hand, the Low-Energy options A and B are the alternative cases
based on our evaluation of building energy conservation options that provide the
economical investment for Las Vegas, Nevada. These buildings included the following:
•

Quadruple-glazing window characteristics with areas of 288 ft^ (15% of
the floor area).

Window areas on the exterior walls of a house are

distributed as 40%, 6%, and 54% of north-east-and-south orientation
respectively.
•

R-15, R-19, and R-22 insulations for the wall, floor, and roof respectively.

•

The SEER is the only input parameter distinction between the two cases.
The upgrades from the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002) (a
9 SEER was originally specified) to a 10.25 SEER (rating as conservative)
and a 13 SEER (rating as high efficiency) air-conditioner were used for
the Low-Energy Case A and Case B respectively.

•

A natural gas hearing system with assumed 100% efficiency.
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Furthermore, for these cases, we modeled the thermostat setting as 70° F for
heating and 78° F for cooling. A nighttime setback and setup to 65° F and 83° F between
midnight and 6 A.M. were assumed during the heating and cooling seasons. We assumed
no infiltration and duct leaks.

It is further assumed that windows were used for

daylighting, thereby reducing the reliance on electric lighting. Also, a recent estimate of
the average single-family building occupancy indicated a value of 2.98 persons per
household based on the 1990-99 US Census Bureau data (US Census Bureau, 2001).
However, the Energy-10 program requires inputting an integer number in the simulation.
As a result, we assumed house occupancy to be 3 persons, reflecting an average single
family household in the United States. We assumed the building lifetime to be 20 years
for all cases. It should be noted that all of these assumptions were constant throughout
the simulation analyses. With the same basic assumptions of discounting cash flow rate
as described in Chapter 2, Figure 7 presents graphically the behavior of LCC analysis of
these cases.
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The Components of Life-Cycle Cost Analysis
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Figure 7 The impact on the LCC Analysis among the local practices (NSOE, 2003),
alternative low-energy Options A and B compared to the Reference Case (Desjarlais,
2002; UMTC, 2002) of new 2,000 ft^ buildings in Las Vegas, Nevada.

In Figure 7, DOE’s study represents the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC,
2002) in this study. Although the result of this case shows the minimum capital costs
among those cases, it did not provide the lowest LCC. However, the Low-Energy Option
B demonstrates the lowest LCC, and therefore, it is a better buy. It intends to provide the
best design option for building energy conservation among those options shown in Figure
7. It has a Net Present Value (NPV) cost savings (the differences in the LCC between the
Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002) and the Low-Energy case B) of $3,653
($258,723-$255,070).
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The second alternative choice was the Low-Energy Option A based upon our
evaluations, because it still provides positive NPV cost savings. The NPV cost savings of
Option A was a $2,376 ($258,723-$256,347) compared to the Reference Case (Desjarlais,
2002; UMTC, 2002). In contrast, the Local Construction Practices (NSOE, 2003) would
not be considered for building energy conservation options because it results in higher
LCC than the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002). The higher LCC has a
negative NPV cost savings of $-7,374 ($258,723-$266,097). Hence, this option is not a
worthwhile alternative.
Therefore, the maximum positive NPV (Option B) would be the best for
investment with respect to cost effectiveness. Figure 8 presents the impact on NPV of
Local Construction Practices (NSOE, 2003), and Low-Energy Options A and B
compared to the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002). Table 10 illustrates
the summary of energy performance calculation assumptions for the Reference Case
(Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002) and Low-Energy Option B in the Energy-10 simulation.
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The Differences in the LCC (NPV)
Compared to the Reference Case
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Figure 8 The impact on NPV among: local practices (NSOE, 2003), alternative lowenergy options A (10.25 SEER), and B (13 SEER), compared to the Referenee Case
(Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002).
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Table 10 The Summary of Energy Performance Calculation Assumptions for the
Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002) and the Low-Energy Option B for New
2,000 ft^ Buildings in Las Vegas, Nevada Using Energy-10 (version 1.6.01).
Description
Weather file
Floor Area, ft^
Surface Area, ft^
Volume, fP
Total Conduction UA, Btu/h-F
Average U-value, Btu/hr-ft^-F
Wall Construction
Roof Construction
Floor type, insulation
Window Construction
Wall total gross area, ft^
Roof total gross area, ft^
Ground total gross area, ft^
Window total gross area, ft^
Windows (N/E/S/W:Roof)
Glazing name
Operating parameters
HVAC system
Rated Output, kBtu/h
Heat
Sensible Cool
Total Cool
Rated Air Flow,cfm
Heating thermostat
Setbaek
Cooling thermostat
Setup
Heat performance
Cool performance
Economizer?
Type
Duct Leaks, total %
Peak Gains;W/ft^
Internal Lights
External Lights
Hot Water
Other (Plug loads)
Added mass?
Daylighting?
Infiltration, in^

Reference Case A
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
5643.2
18000
594.7
0.105
2 x 4 Frame, R=13
Flat, R=I9
Slab on Grade, Reff-I3
4060 double, alum, U=0.49
1643
2000
2000
288
3/3/373:0
Double

Low-Energy Option B
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
5643.2
18000
3284
0.058
2 x 4 Frame, R=I5
Flat, R=22
Slab on Grade, Reff=I9.0
4060 double, alum, U=0.12
1643
2000
2000
288
5/1/670:0
Quad Low-E

DX Cooling with Gas Furnace

DX Cooling with Gas Furnace

28
39
52
2152
70 °F
Setback to 65 °F
78 °F
Setup to 83 °F
Eff=90
EER = 9
Yes
Fixed dry bulb, 60 °F
0

19
23
31
1213
70 °F
Setback to 65 °F
78 °F
Setup to 83 °F
Eff=IOO
EER = 13
Yes
Fixed dry bulb, 60 °F
0

0.2
0.04
0.66
0.36
None
Yes
None

0.15
0.03
0.66
0.36
None
Yes
None
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To explore further implications of our investigations, we analyzed the same
building aspect ratio as previously described, but here we performed the Energy-10
simulations with respect to various building orientations.
Building Orientations
We investigated the building orientations varying over 360° using 90° increments
from the due south orientation. The purpose here is to see how the LCC consequences
might be changed due to the various building orientations. We presented the results of
LCC simulation analyses in terms of NPV, which is the difference in the LCC. Figure 9
presents the impact on the LCC analyses of varying building orientations.

The Dififerences Between the LCC (NPV)
of the Options A and B
Varying Building Orientations
Compared to the Reference Case
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Figure 9 The impact on NPV of various building orientations between Options A (10.25
SEER) and B (13 SEER), compared to the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC,
2002).
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From Figure 9, we can conclude that in both cases (Options A and B), the 180°
building rotation from the original orientation results in the best investment for building
energy conservation among those choices shown in Figure 9.

Since the building

orientation has changed from the original, the window distributions also consistently
changed. Originally, windows are distributed as 40%, 6%, and 54% of north-east-andsouth orientation respectively, but now window areas on the exterior walls of a house are
distributed as 54%, 40%, and 6% of north-south-and-west-facing windows respectively.
With this building orientation, it increases the NPV cost savings of the Low-Energy
Option A from $2,376 to $2,609. This amount of dollar savings shows that the LCC of a
building rotated 180° is lower than the original one. With the same arguments as the
Low-Energy Option B, the NPV cost savings increases from $3,653 (its original building
orientation) to $3,850. Therefore, we have made a decision to choose the 180° building
orientation for further study in the analysis of building energy conservation option II.

Analysis of Building Energy
Conservation Option II
The Impact of Energv Cost
Escalation Rates
Although the LCC analysis is relatively straightforward, the results are generally
sensitive to a number of data assumptions, some of which may be uncertain. One such
factor is energy cost escalation rates. For example, Johnson (2003), a journalist from the
Las Vegas Review-Journal, published an article about the increasing energy prices in Las
Vegas, Nevada. He stated, “Nevada power rates for residential customer increased 60
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percent over the past 13 years, more than those in any other state, according to a federal
agency” (Johnson, 2003, see Figure 10).
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Figure 10 The thirteen-year-period Nevada’s electricity rates soar (Johnson, 2003).

In Energy-10 simulations, we kept most of the building aspect ratios the same as
in the previous section, but here, two variables were considered: escalating energy rates
and building orientations.

The building oriented 180° due south from the original

orientation w as used in the sim ulation, because this provides the b est N P V cost savings

based upon the previous simulation. Also, we doubled the energy escalation rates from
the previous section. Originally, the fuel cost escalation rate was 4.5%, but here we
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increased it to 9%. Furthermore, we boosted the electric cost escalation rate to 10% (it
was 5%). Figure 11 displays the impact of this on the LCC analysis.

Life-Cycle Cost Analysis
for 9 % Gas and 10% Electric Cost Escalation
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Figure 11 The impact on the LCC Analysis from increasing energy escalation rates.
(Local practices (NSOE, 2003), alternative low-energy Options C, and D are compared
to the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002) with 180° building rotation from
the original orientation).

As expected, the Low-Energy Option D is the most cost effective, because it
brings the lowest LCC estimated from an Energy-10 simulation. In contrast, the Local
Construction Practices (NSOE, 2003) still result in a negative NPV cost savings of
$4,896, even though we increased the energy escalation rates.

These dollar losses

indicate that the LCC of this case exceeded the LCC of the Reference Case (Desjarlais,
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2002; UMTC, 2002).

Therefore, this investment is not worthwhile for energy

conservation options in building designs.

Figure 12 presents the conditions as we

described above.

The Differences Between the LCC (NPV)
for Increasing Energy Escalation Rates
Compared to the Reference Case
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Figure 12 The impact on NPV of increasing energy escalation rates among the local
practices (NSOE, 2003), alternative low-energy Options C (10.25 SEER), and D (13
SEER), compared to the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002).
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Chapter Summarv

The Estimated Cost Savings
of Low-Energy Options
Compared to the Reference Case
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Figure 13 The estimated cost savings of using alternative low-energy options compared
to the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002).

From an economical aspect, options B and D were the best designs for buildings’
energy conservation options among those cases in our analysis. The Low-Energy Option
B results in dollar savings of $3,850. On the other hand, the Low-Energy Option B
results in dollar savings of $10,211. Through interpolation, we can now estimate that the
average cost savings of the two yields $7,031.

Therefore, the investment would be

considered worthwhile in building energy conservation.
The other options that might be considered in the use of energy conservation for
the building design options are the Low-Energy Options A and C based on our
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investigations. A conservative air-conditioner efficiency rate of 10.25 SEER was used for
these two cases.

Although these two options did not serve as the most economical

investment in energy conservation options, they still result in the average net present cost
savings of $5,389. The NPV cost savings for the Low-Energy Options A and B are
$2,609 and $8,169 respectively (see Figure 13).
Therefore, with regard to the cost effectiveness and benefits, we can conclude the
following about the use of energy conservation in new building designs when looking at
Figure 13:
• The overall energy and dollar savings of using high efficiency airconditioner rate (13 SEER) was the most economical investment in
building energy conservation options, although the initial cost was higher
than the Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002). These savings
correspond to the Low-Energy Options B and D.
• The building oriented 180° due south was the best option among those
choices. Accordingly, window areas on the exterior walls of a house are
distributed as 54%, 40%, and 6% of north-south-and-west-facing windows
respectively.
• With rapid energy escalation rates, Low-Energy Option D tends to be the
most cost-effective building design for energy conservation options.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Three types of savings for new buildings’ energy conservation options have been
evaluated for the Las Vegas valley: energy savings, operating cost savings, and LCC
savings. With regard to the impact on energy savings, we have concluded that the areas
of window, wall, floor, and roof are independent and additive parameters. Additionally,
we have found from the parametric analysis on operating cost savings that window areas
which are unequally distributed on the exterior walls as 40%, 6%, and 54% of north-eastand-south-facing lead to the best performance.
To complete the purpose of this study, the parametric analysis on LCC savings
have been determined on the individual components (including window characteristics,
wall, floor, and roof constructions) and the whole-composite buildings. Two options for
the whole-composite buildings (Low-Energy Options I and II) have been evaluated to
assist in analyzing the potential cost-effectiveness and benefits of buildings’ energy
conservation options.

Results of the simulation models have been compared to the

Reference Case (Desjarlais, 2002; UMTC, 2002), and Local Construction Practices
(NSOE, 2003). It is clear from the results that:
•

The minimum building analysis lifetime must be at least twenty years to
optimize

the building

energy

conservation

efficiency

effectiveness.
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cost-
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•

Windows with a U-factor of 0.12 and SHGC of 0.45 (quadruple low-e
glazing) tend to have the most significant economic benefit among those
alternative choices examined.

•

An exterior wall insulation value of i?-15 shows the best life-cycle cost
among the alternatives considered in this study.

•

For floor construction, R-19 thermal rating performs best from a life cycle
costing point of view.

•

A resistance value of R-22 demonstrates superior economic savings
among these various choices of roof insulations.

•

The building orientated 180° to face due south was the best option among
those choices.

Consequently, window areas on the exterior walls of a

house are distributed as 54%, 40%, and 6% of north-south-and-westfacing respectively.
•

The overall savings of using high efficiency air-conditioner rate (13
SEER) was the most economical investment in building energy
conservation options.

Perhaps most significant, the building owners may have objectives that conflict
with the selection of building energy conservation options. For instance, the builders are
likely to focus on a quick sell, and therefore, they are interested in minimizing the total
building cost and may not take into account the life-cycle costs of subsequent building
owners. Thus, based upon our study, we are hoping that building purchasers will become
more informed about the potential dollar savings from energy conservation designs and
be willing to pay higher initial costs of the Low-Energy Options. Consequently, it will
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profit builders to seek architects and engineers’ assistance in evaluating building designs
with cost-effective and energy conservation features. The solution to buildings’ energy
conservation will be a benefit not only to home owners, but also at the local, national and
international levels with regards to quality of life and environmental concerns.
Recommendations for Further Studv
For further study, we would recommend integrating renewable energy
applications to building designs, such as using solar water heaters for domestic hot water
and installing photovoltaic panels to result in zero-energy buildings. However, occupants
should be more attuned to reducing building energy use so that electricity use could be
brought close to net zero.
Note that Energy-10 version 2 will soon be available and includes photovoltaic
(PV) features in its simulation analysis (Balcomb, 1997). This feature will be able to
define all the parameters required to simulate a PV system.
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APPENDIX A

PARAMETRIC ENERGY ANALYSIS
Window Characteristics
The extensive computer simulations have been done for six representatives of
glazings to quantify the effects of various window configurations in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Figures 14 and 15 show the energy impact of various window characteristics, their areas,
and a range of floor areas on the annual heating and cooling loads. Table 11 illustrates
the sample summary of an energy performance calculation assumption for window
characteristics.
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Annual Energy Loads with Different
Window Types and Areas

m

I Heating Load for 10% of Floor Area
3 Cooling Load for 10% of Floor Area

k

M

I Heating Load for 15% o f Floor Area
3 Cooling Load for 15% of Floor Area

i l

■ Healing Load for 20% o f Floor Area
0 Cooling Load for 20% o f Floor Area

j

Figure 14 The energy impact on annual energy loads for new 2,000 ft buildings with six
different window characteristics and three different window areas. Windows are 10%,
15%, and 20% of floor area and equally distributed on the four orientations of a house.

Annual Energy Loads with Different
Window Types and Floor Areas
■ Ifeating Load for 2,000 sqft Floor Area ■ Ifcating Load for 3,000 sqft Floor Area
B Cooling Load for 2,000 sqft Floor Area O Cooling Load for 3,000 sqft Floor Area

■ Heating Load for 4,000 sqft Floor Area
M Cooling Load for 4,000 sqft Floor Area

Figure 15 The energy impact on annual energy loads of new 2,000 ft^ buildings with

different window characteristics and floor areas. Windows are 15% of the floor area and
equally distributed on the four orientations of a house.
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Table 11 Window Summary Report of Energy Performance Calculation Assumptions for
North-Oriented Window with 15% of Floor Area
Description
Weattier file:
Floor Area, ft^
Surface Area, ft^
Volume,
Total Conduction UA, Btu/h-F
Average U-value, Btu/hr-ft^-F
Wall Construction
Roof Construction
Floor type, insulation
Window Construction
Window Shading
Wall total gross area, ft^
Roof total gross area, ft^
Ground total gross area, ft^
Window total gross area, ft^
Windows (N/E/S/W:Roof)
Glazing name
Operating parameters:
HVAC system
Rated Output, kBtu/h
Heat
Sensible Cool
Total Cool
Rated Air Flow,cfm
MOOA,efm
Heating thermostat
Setback
Cooling thermostat
Setup
Heat performance
Cool performance
Economizer?
Type
Duct Leaks, total %
Conduction losses, total %
Peak Gains;W/ft^
Internal Lights
External Lights
Hot Water
O ther (P lu g lo a d s)

Added mass?
Daylighting?
Infiltration, in^

Single Glazing
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
5643.2
18000
335.2
0.059
R=100000
R=100000
Slab on Grade, Reff=109545
Single, alum, U = l.ll
None
1643
2000
2000
288
l/0/0/0:0
single

Double Glazing
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
5643.2
18000
151
0.027
R=100000
R^IOOOOO
Slab on Grade, Reff= 109545
Double, alum, U=0.49
None
1643
2000
2000
288
l/0/0/0:0
double

DX Cooling with Gas Eurnace

DX Cooling with Gas Furnace

14
12
16
668
0
70.0 °F
no setback
78.0 °F
no setup
eff=100
EER=20.0
No
NA
0
0

14
12
16
668
0
70.0 °F
no setback
78.0 °F
no setup
eff=100
EER=20.0
No
NA
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
None
No
None

0

None
No
None
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Exterior Wall Constructions
Eight wall constructions arc simulated in parametric scries using Energy-10 to
account for their impact on annual energy use. We modeled the different R-values of
wall insulations on the basis of a previous study done by Desjarlais (2002). Figure 16
shows the energy impact of various exterior wall areas and their R values on the annual
heating and annual cooling loads. Table 12 illustrates the sample summary of an energy
performance calculation assumption for exterior wall construction.

Annual Energy Loads with Different
Wall Areas and R -Values

R-8

R-11

R-13

R-15

R-19

R-21

R-23

R-37

■ Heating Load for 2,000 sqft Wall Area

■ Heating L oadfor 3,000 sqft Wall Area

■ Heating Load for 4,000 sqft Wall Area

0 Cooling Load for 2,000 sqft Wall Area

B Cooling Load for 3,000 sqft W all Area

0 Cooling Load for 4,000 sqft Wall Area

Figure 16 The energy impact on annual energy loads of new building with eight different
R-values and three different wall areas in Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Table 12 Wall Summary Report of Energy Performance Calculation Assumptions for
2000 ft^ Wall Total Gross Area
Description
Weattier file:
Floor Area, ft^
Surface Area, ft^
Volume, ft^
Total Conduction UA, Btu/h-F
Average U-value, Btu/hr-ft^-F
Wall Construction
Roof Construction
Floor type, insulation
Window Construction
Window Shading
Wall total gross area, ft^
Roof total gross area, ft^
Ground total gross area, ft^
Window total gross area, ft^
Windows (N/E/S/W:Roof)
Glazing name
Operating parameters
HVAC system
Rated Output, kBtu/h
Heat
Sensible Cool
Total Cool
Rated Air Flow,efm
MOOA,efm
Heating thermostat
Setback
Cooling thermostat
Setup
Heat performance
Cool performance
Eeonomizer?
Type
Duct Leaks, total %
Conduetion losses, total %
Peak Gains;W/ft^
Internal Lights
External Lights
Hot Water
Other (P lu g loads)
Added mass?
Daylighting?
Infiltration, in%

R=13
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
6000
18000
159.3
0.027
R=13
R=100000
Slab on Grade, Reff=109545
None
None
2000
2000
2000
0
0/0/0/0:0
None

R=23
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
6000
18000
86.7
0.014
R=23
R=100000
Slab on Grade, Reff= 109545
None
None
2000
2000
2000
0
0/0/0/0:0
None

DX Cooling with Gas Eurnace

DX Cooling with Gas Furnace

14
12
16
668
0
70.0 °E
no setback
78.0 “F
no setup
eff^lOO
EER=20.0
no
NA
0
0

14
12
16
668
0
70.0 °F
no setback
78.0 °F
no setup
eff=100
EER=20.0
no
NA
0
0

0
0
0
0
none
no
none

0
0
0
0
none
no
none
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Floor Constructions
In order to clarify the impact of building floor construction on annual energy use,
we modeled eight different characteristics of the /(-value hased upon the previous study
(Desjarlais, 2002). Figure 17 shows the energy impact of various floor areas and their Rvalues on the annual heating and cooling loads. Table 13 illustrates the sample summary
of an energy performance calculation assumption for floor construction.

Annual Energy Loads with Different
Floor Areas and R -Values

R-8

R-11

R-13

R-19

R-25

R-30

R-37

R-43

■ Heating Load for 2,000 sqft Floor Area ■ Heating Load for 3,000 sqft Floor Area ■ Heating Load for 4,000 sqft Floor Area
P Cooling Load for 2,000 sqft Floor Area 0 Cooling Load for 3,000 sqft Floor Area 0 Cooling Load for 4,000 sqft Floor Area

Figure 17 The energy impact on annual energy loads of new buildings with eight
different /(-values and three different floor areas in Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Table 13 Floor Summary Report of Energy Performance Calculation Assumptions for
2000 ft^ Floor Total Gross Area
Description
Weattier file:
Floor Area, ft^
Surface Area, ft^
Volume,
Total Conduction UA, Btu/h-F
Average U-value, Btu/hr-ft^-F
Wall Construction
Roof Construction
Floor type, insulation
Window Construction
Window Shading
Wall total gross area, ft^
Roof total gross area, ft^
Ground total gross area, ft^
Window total gross area, ft^
Windows (N/E/SAV:Roof)
Glazing name
Operating parameters
HVAC system
Rated Output, kBtu/h
Heat
Sensible Cool
Total Cool
Rated Air Flow,cfm
MOOA,cfm
Heating thermostat
Setbaek
Cooling thermostat
Setup
Heat performanee
Cool performance
Economizer?
Type
Duct Leaks, total %
Conduction losses, total %
Peak Gains ;WW
Internal Lights
External Lights
Hot Water
O ther (P lu g lo a d s)

Added mass?
Daylighting?
Infiltration, in%

R=30
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
6000
18000
65.6
0.011
R^IOOOOO
R=100000.0
Slab on Grade, Reff=30
none
None
2000
2000
2000
0
0/070/0:0
none

R=37
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
6000
18000
53.9
0.009
R=100000
R=100000
Slab on Grade, Reff=37
none
None
2000
2000
2000
0
0/0/070:0
none

DX Cooling with Gas Furnace

DX Cooling with Gas Furnace

14
12
16
668
0
70.0 ° F
no setback
78.0 °F
no setup
eff=100
EER=20.0
no
NA
0
0

14
12
16
668
0
70.0 °F
no setback
78.0 °F
no setup
eff=100
EER=20.0
no
NA
0
0

0
0
0
0
none
no
none

0
0
0
0
none
no
none
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Roof Constructions
We modeled eight roof insulations: R-11, R-13, R-19, R-22, R-30, R-38, R-49, and
R-60 on the basis of the recent literature (Desjarlais, 2002). Figure 18 shows the energy
impact of various roof areas and their R-values on the annual heating and cooling loads.
Table 14 illustrates the sample summary of an energy performance calculation
assumption for roof construction.

Annual Energy Loads with Different
Roof Areas and R -Values

R-11

R-13

R-19

R-22

R-30

■ Heating Load for 2,000 sqft R oof A rea ■ Heating Load for 3,000 sqft R oof Area

R-38

R-49

R-60

■ Heating Load for 4,000 sqft Roof Area

0 Cooling Load for 2,000 sqft R oof Area 0 Cooling Load for 3,000 sqft R oof Area 0 Cooling Load for 4,000 sqft Roof Area

Figure 18 The energy impact on annual energy loads of new 2000 ft buildings with eight
different roof R-values and three different areas in Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Table 14 Roof Summary Report of Energy Performance Calculation Assumptions for
2000 ft“ Roof Total Gross Area
Description
Weattier file:
Floor Area, ft^
Surface Area, ft^
Volume,
Total Conduction UA, Btu/h-F
Average U-value, Btu/hr-ft^-F
Wall Construction
Roof Construction
Floor type, insulation
Window Construction
Window Shading
Wall total gross area, ft^
Roof total gross area, ft^
Ground total gross area, ft^
Window total gross area, ft^
Windows (N/E/S/W:Roof)
Glazing name
Operating parameters
HVAC system
Rated Output, kBtu/h
Heat
Sensible Cool
Total Cool
Rated Air Flow,cfm
MOOA,cfm
Heating thermostat
Setback
Cooling thermostat
Setup
Heat performance
Cool performance
Economizer?
Type
Duct Leaks, total %
Conduction losses, total %
Peak Gains;W/ft^
Internal Lights
External Lights
Hot Water
O ther (P lu g lo a d s)

Added mass?
Daylighting?
Infiltration, in?

R=49
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
6000
18000
40.9
0.007
R=100000
R=49
Slab on Grade, Reff=I09545
none
None
2000
2000
2000
0
0/0/0/0:0
none

R=60
LAS VEGAS (TMY2)
2000
6000
18000
33.4
0.006
R=IOOOOO
R=60
Slab on Grade, Reff=109545
none
None
2000
2000
2000
0
0/0/0/0:0
none

DX Cooling with Gas Furnace

DX Cooling with Gas Furnace

14
12
16
668
0
70.0 °F
no setback
78.0 °F
no setup
eff=100
EER=20.0
no
NA
0
0

14
12
16
668
0
70.0 “F
no setback
78.0 °F
no setup
eff=100
EER=20.0
no
NA
0
0

0
0
0
0
none
no
none

0
0
0
0
none
no
none
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APPENDIX B

DETERMINING COST COEFFICIENTS
Cost Coefficient of Window Characteristics
We estimated the scaling laws’ cost coefficients, which are consistent to the cost
per ft^ of each component provided in the building construction cost data book (RSMeans,
2003). We first selected several cost of glazing characteristics from RSMeans (2003).
Then we make plot of cost versus R-value and draw a straight line through the points.
The slope of this line is the cost coefficients.

We obtained the cost coefficients of

window, equal to $2 per ft^ per unit R-value(R = 1/U). For example, consider the cost of
the sealing laws’ cost coefficient for double glazing window have $2 per ft^ per unit Rvalue, an window area of 288 ft^, and the differences in R-values of window glazing
between the Reference building(double glazing) and the Low-Energy building(quad lowe glazing) of 6.293. Then the installed cost of wall insulation is $3,625($2 x 288 x 6.293)
as used in the simulations.
Cost Coefficient of Exterior Wall Constructions
We estimated the scaling laws’ cost coefficients, which are consistent to the cost
per ft^ of each component provided in the assemblies cost data book (RSMeans, 2003).
We first picked out several cost of wall constructions from RSMeans (2003). Then we
make plot of cost versus R-value and draw a straight line through the points. The slope of
this line is the cost coefficients. We obtained the cost coefficients of wall equal to $0.30
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per f f per unit R-value.

For example, consider the cost of the scaling laws’ cost

coefficient for walls have $0.30 per ft^ per unit R-value, an opaque wall area of 1,643 ft^,
and the differenees in R-values between the Reference case and the Low-Energy case of
2(R-15 -R-13). Then the installed cost of wall insulation is $986($0.30 x 2 x 1,643) as
used in the simulations.
Cost Coefficient of Roof Constructions
We estimated the scaling laws’ cost coefficients, which are consistent to the cost
per ft^ of each component provided in the assemblies cost data book (RSMeans, 2003).
We first selected several cost of roof constructions from RSMeans (2003). Then we
make plot of cost versus R-value and draw a straight line through the points. The slope of
this Hne is the cost coefficients. We obtained the cost coefficients of roof equal to $0,152
per ft^ per unit R-value.

For example, consider the cost of the scaling laws’ cost

coefficient for walls have $0,152 per ft^ per unit R value, an roof area of 2,000 ft^, and
the differences in R-values between the Reference case and the Low-Energy case of 3(R22 - R-19). Then the installed cost of roof insulation is $912($0.152 x 3 x 2,000) as used
in the simulations.
Cost Coefficient of Floor Constructions
We estimated the scaling laws’ cost coefficients, which are consistent to the cost
per ft^ of each component provided in the assemblies cost data book (RSMeans, 2003).
We first selected several cost of floor constructions from RSMeans (2003). Then we
make plot of cost versus R value and draw a straight line through the points. The slope of
this line is the cost coefficients. We obtained the cost coefficients of floor equal to
$0,104 per ft^ per unit R-value. Therefore, consider the cost of the scaling laws’ cost
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coefficient for walls have $0.104 per ft^ per unit R-value, an floor area of 2,000 ft", and
the differences in R values between the Reference case and the Low-Energy case of 6(R19 - R-13). Then the installed cost of wall insulation is $1,248($0.104 x 6 x 2,000) as
used in the simulations.
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